Interstate 80
Project Working Group # 1
September 9, 2010
Overview:
The Illinois Department of Transportation has initiated a Phase I engineering study of
Interstate 80. The Interstate 80 (I-80) study area begins at Ridge Road to the west and ends at US
Route 30 to the east, a distance of approximately 16 miles. An extensive public involvement
plan is intended to engage stakeholders. A Project Working Group (PWG) was developed as
part of this process. The PWG includes 3 distinct groups; a Corridor Advisory Group (CAG),
Technical Task Force (TTF), and a Corridor Interest Group (CIG.) Those groups consist of
invited community leaders such as the Mayor and/or Manager in the study area and the
Chairmen of the County Boards or their designees. PWG members also include stakeholders
with expertise or technical interest in the areas of transportation, land use, environment and
economic development in the study area. The PWG serves an important advisory role and will
discuss many issues such as transportation system needs, a range of potential alternatives, and
an evaluation of these alternatives. PWG members will meet throughout the duration of the
project, providing input and consensus at key project milestones.

PWG Meeting #1:
The first PWG meeting for the I-80 Phase I Study was held on Thursday, September 9, 2010 in
the Victorian Ballroom at the Jacob Henry Mansion Estate, 15 S. Richards Street, Joliet, Illinois
from 9:30 AM – 12:30 PM. The first portion of the meeting included a PowerPoint presentation
focusing on the study process, schedule, public outreach program, and project working group
roles and responsibilities. The second portion of the meeting was an interactive workshop
where the group identified transportation issues or concerns for the corridor and project goals
and objectives. For the Issues and Concerns/Goals and Objectives Summary, see pages 5-10 of
this summary.
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To announce the September 9, 2010 PWG meeting three particular invitations were created
addressing the CIG, CAG, and the TTF (see below). The invitations were sent on August 30,
2010 to 66 PWG members. Twenty people attended the meeting.
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Attendees were divided into working tables, and the following PWG members were in
attendance:
Table 1
Kathleen Brockett, New Lenox Resident
Jim Trizna, City of Joliet Public Works
Christina Kupkowski, Will County Highway Department
Dave Tomzik, PACE
Alex Abraham, Resident
Table 2
Paul Weinert, New Lenox Resident
Hugh O’Hara, Will County Governmental League
Caroline Portlock, Grundy County Chamber of Commerce
Michael McMahon, Village of Channahon
Bev Moore, Illinois Trails Conservancy
Table 3
Jim Grabowski, Village of Minooka
Kendall Jackson, City of Joliet Planning
Sandy Wheeler, New Lenox Resident
Curt Paddock, Will County Land Use
Greg Ruddy, City of Joliet Public Works
Table 4
Robin Ellis, Village of New Lenox
Jim Haller, City of Joliet Community and Economic Development
Alicia Hanlon, Will County Center for Economic Development
Dan Albert, Rogina & Associates
Mike Sullivan, Kane/Kendall Council of Mayors
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Comments

The PWG members were invited to submit comments/feedback in regards to the meeting
(format, time, location, etc.) via comment form, website (www.I-80Will.com), or mail. No
comment forms were submitted either at the September 9, 2010 PWG Meeting or subsequent
to the meeting.
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Issues and Concerns / Goals and Objectives Summary
Issues and Concerns
Table 1 (Yellow)
Kathleen Brockett, Jim Trizna, Christina Kupkowski, Dave Tomzik, Alex Abraham
Capacity/Congestion
Des Plaines River Bridge-alignment, etc
Urban/ sustainable design
Traffic Noise
Accessibility—Multimodal
Interchange design/ layout
Safety
Jurisdiction
-Communication
-Responsibility
Table 2 (Green)
Paul Weinert, Hugh O’Hara, Caroline Portlock, Michael McMahon, Bev Moore
Have foresight
Plan for expansion beyond useful life of highway
80 Geometry/ Improvements
Electronic signage - ITS
Truck lanes
Transit
Pull-over areas
Express lanes
Improved bridges
Overall layout
Interchanges/ Connections
Better designs
Allow for commercial growth
Improve the road networks connecting to highway
Environment
Noise Impacts
Environmental integrity of river crossings
MOT / Construction concern
Surface street congestion
Improve alternate routes prior to construction
Look and Feel
Better aesthetics
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Ongoing maintenance (mowing)
Trails / Ped connections
Connect I&M Canal and trail
Pedestrian bridges
Connect Wauponsee Trail to other trails
Future stakeholders
Consider unidentified groups

Table 3 (Pink)
Jim Grabowski, Kendall Jackson, Sandy Wheeler, Curt Paddock, Greg Ruddy,
Congestion
Congestion
Congestion
Indigestion
Safety and Infrastructure Improvements
Upgrading interchanges
Speed limits
Geometrics / alignments
Aging infrastructure
Bridge
Quality of Life
Bicycle, pedestrian linkages
Inclusion of multimodal
Environmental; noise pollution
Gateways, viewshed preservation
Attention to land uses for development
Sustained involvement of elected leadership
Integration of multiple plans
Regional coordination

Table 4 (Blue)
Robin Ellis, Jim Haller, Alicia Hanlon, Dan Albert, Mike Sullivan
SafetyDifficulty merging at key interchanges
The merge lanes at Route 30 ramps east and west-bound are too short and you enter on a
curve – very dangerous
Difficulty merging east-bound from I-53 interchange
Truck/ passenger vehicle conflicts
Inconsistent speed limits
Inconsistently enforced
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The speed limit changes from 65-55-45; very confusing and impedes traffic flow
Exposure for residences backing up to interstate
-Residents backing up to I-80 have no privacy; safety is a concern
Congestion
Back-ups as a result of I-355 opening
High traffic (truck) volumes
Back-ups on arterials and interchange ramps
Impedes freight movement through the region
-Freight bottleneck for nation
Too little capacity thru corridor
Alternate modes of transportation
No consideration for alternative transportation
No opportunities for transit
Trail / pedestrian / bridge crossings are needed
Aesthetics
Overall aesthetics need to be improved along corridor
-Too many billboards, junk yard, not enough landscaping
-Cleaning always needed through Joliet; trash everywhere
Landscaping improvements needed at all interchanges
Poor signage and access to Midewin / Abe Lincoln Cemetery (regional cultural assets)
Design
Poor maintenance
-Poor pavement conditions at Route 30 interchanges
Need to increase ramp capacity (at Route 53)
-Poor ramp design
Poor ramp design at Larkin Avenue west-bound to McDonough
-Reconfigure Larkin Avenue interchanges to eliminate cross-over movements
Curves and speed limits
Curves and limitations at Des Plaines River - 45 MPH?
Land use
Zoning along corridor and adjacent communities too heavily focused on industrial
Access
Poor truck traffic access at Briggs
Need additional Des Plaines River crossing
Need to maintain frontage roads / access
Need to ensure access at intersecting roads
Environmental
Impact on natural resources / waterways, open space, etc.
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Goals and Objectives
Table 1 (Yellow)
Kathleen Brockett, Jim Trizna, Christina Kupkowski, Dave Tomzik, Alex Abraham
Replace the bridge
I -80 improvements shall provide improvement to the existing condition of the Des Plaines
River bridge
Reduce noise levels
Install appropriate noise reducing methods
Reduce main line congestion
Provide multimodal accessibility
Design
Include environmental sensitivity with the design of the interchanges/ mainline
Improvements shall provide an aesthetically pleasing corridor that provides a sustainable
design and creates minimal environmental impact to surrounding communities
Integrate interchanges into the needs and enterprises of the surrounding community
(safety, accessibility, aesthetics, environmental impact, traffic flow)
Create sustainable development along corridor
Include accessibility utilizing urban and sustainable designs
Improve safety
Improve safety for all modes of traffic through improvements in interchange and mainline
design
Improve interchanges to reduce congestion and increase safety
Increased lighting, interchange design
Improve safety by utilizing state of the art engineering principles and design
Bridge
Interchanges
Clarify roles and responsibilities to public
Create communication/ implementation plan including roles and responsibilities

Table 2 (Green)
Paul Weinert, Hugh O’Hara, Caroline Portlock, Michael McMahon, Bev Moore
Improve traffic flow
Straightening
Widening
Leveling in specific areas
Consistent speed
Create special use lanes and shoulder space
Creating better interchanges with adequate merging distance
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Consider unique designs such as diverging diamonds, roundabouts, fly-over’s and single
point urban interchanges
Improve operations on adjacent streets and interchanges
Complete integration of all technologies including ITS and lane management techniques
Enhance complete corridor
Incorporating the use of pedestrian bridges and connecting trails
Plan out softscapes
Incorporate long-range plans
Involving local environmental advocates to protect specific areas

Table 3 (Pink)
Jim Grabowski, Kendall Jackson, Sandy Wheeler, Curt Paddock, Greg Ruddy
Safety
Safety and infrastructure improvements
Address congestion issues
Upgrade/Replace infrastructure
By updating/upgrading the infrastructure and reconfiguring trouble areas, I-80 should
become an adequate mode of transportation
Congestion
Consider increasing capacity
Consider dedicated lanes (express)
Reduce congestion and enhance safety through improved roadway design including
geometrics, interchange design, river crossings and additional lanes
Identify primary contributions to congestion problems and prioritize problems to be
addressed
Quality of Life
Develop principles and goals for improving access and physical environment
Improve quality of life by taking into consideration aesthetics, connectivity, land use and
environmental issues
The quality of life of nearby residents as well as communities and other users of the
interstate should be improved with the addition of linkages, sound proofing, safety, etc.
Public Involvement
Encourage public involvement and coordination among residents, elected officials and
other stakeholders
Let elected officials know the importance by voting (in or out)
Create methods, means and opportunities to attract the sustained involvement and
engagement of area’s elected leadership
Sustained involvement of elected officials (Community Advisory Groups)
Identify opportunities for enhancing environmental quality, accessibility and land use
utilization
Prioritize and develop consensus for short term infrastructure improvements
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Establish accommodation of intermodal design criteria for the I-80 project
Examine opportunities for enhancing the environmental quality of the study area
Include regional planning in corridor (alternate transportation and other corridor plans)

Table 4 (Blue)
Robin Ellis, Jim Haller, Alicia Hanlon, Dan Albert, Mike Sullivan
Reduce congestion
Focus on design standards and technology that can improve efficiency with and without
capacity improvements
Improve entrance/exit ramp design
Improve/ update traffic signal timing and sequence
Identify arterial improvements that can improve traffic flow and safety conditions on I- 80
Improve access at arterials and interchanges
Improve access / merge capacity for vehicles entering and exiting I-80
Improve safety in corridor
Decrease conflicts with trucks and passenger vehicles
Improve congestion/ safety by redesigning interchanges
Improve aesthetics along the corridor
Create design, landscaping, ongoing maintenance standards to improve the aesthetics of
the corridor
Beautify the interchanges
Add landscaping and uniform signage
Incorporate alternative modes of transportation
Provide opportunities to establish trail/transit connectors
Develop a coordinated, comprehensive vision for the corridor
Provide a coordinated, comprehensive strategy for making corridor-wide improvements
At the conclusion of the workshop, a brief overview of the next steps in the study process was
outlined, including the preparation and presentation of the Existing Conditions and
Deficiencies analyses and the draft Problem Statement at PWG Meeting #2, tentatively
scheduled for January 2011.
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Interstate 80
Project Working Group Meeting #2
February 8, 2011
Overview:
The Illinois Department of Transportation (IDOT) is currently conducting a Phase I Preliminary
Engineering & Environmental study for Interstate 80 from Ridge Road to U.S. Route 30. A key
component to the success of the project study process is public involvement. An extensive
public involvement plan is intended to interactively engage stakeholders. A Project Working
Group (PWG) was developed and consists of invited community leaders such as the Mayor
and/or Manager in the study area, residents, and those with expertise or technical interest in
the areas of transportation, land use, environment, and economic development in the study
area. The PWG serves an important advisory role and will discuss many issues such as
transportation system needs, a range of potential alternatives, and an evaluation of these
alternatives. PWG members will meet throughout the duration of the project, providing input
and direction at key project milestones.

PWG Meeting #2:
The second PWG meeting for the Interstate 80 Phase I Study was held on February 8, 2011 at
the Jacob Henry Mansion Estate, 15 S. Richards Street, Joliet, Illinois from 9:30 AM-11:30 AM.
The first portion of the meeting included a PowerPoint presentation focusing on the study
process, the public outreach program, and summaries of the first public meeting as well as the
first PWG meeting. The second portion of the meeting consisted of reviewing and discussing
the draft Problem Statement, the existing conditions and corridor deficiencies, and finally
discussing the project’s next steps. During this review process, comments and suggestions were
solicited and summarized on a white board in order to make future revisions to the draft
Problem Statement (See Page 3).

E-Invitation
To announce the February 8, 2011 second PWG meeting, the below E-invitation was created.
The invitation was sent on January 25, 2011 to 67 PWG members. The meeting was attended
by 18.
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The following PWG members were in attendance:
Dan Albert-Rogina & Associates
Patrick Brennan-Village of Minooka
Kathleen Brocket-Manhattan/Elwood area resident
Craig Cassem-Grundy County Highway Department
Daniel Gareffa-Illinois Cement Company
Eric Wesel-Will County Highway Department
James Grabowski-Village of Minooka
Alicia Hanlon-Will County Center for Economic Development
Karen James-Village of Shorewood
Michael McMahon-Village of Channahon
Nancy Norton Ammer-Grundy Economic Development Council
Caroline Portlock-Grundy County Chamber of Commerce
Mike Sullivan-Kane/Kendall Council of Mayors
Tom Thanas-City of Joliet
Jim Trizna-City of Joliet
Paul Weinert-New Lenox resident
Sandy Wheeler-New Lenox resident
John Sterrett-Kendall County

Problem Statement Comment/Feedback
During the February 8, 2011 meeting, PWG members provided a variety of comments and
feedback on the draft Problem Statement. Also, the Will County Center for Economic
Development had provided feedback prior to the meeting and these were also discussed by the
group. After the PWG members and the Study Team discussed this feedback, six revisions were
considered:
•
•

Too detailed/long?
Not specific enough to I-80
-Trucks/freight
-Economic development
• Residential balance, local use
• Lack of E/W alternatives
• Design/aesthetics
-Quality of life
• Jurisdictional integration of future improvements
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The Study Team will revise the Problem Statement and email the draft to PWG members for
additional review comments prior to the next PWG meeting anticipated for April, 2011. The
final Problem Statement will then be presented for acceptance at the April meeting.

Comments
The PWG members were invited to submit comments/feedback in regards to the meeting
(format, time, location, etc.) via comment form, website (www.I80-WILL.com), or mail. At this
time, no comments have been received.

At the conclusion of the meeting, a brief overview of the next steps in the study process was
outlined, including the revised Problem Statement, Purpose & Need discussion, and
alternatives workshop planned for PWG Meeting #3, tentatively scheduled for April, 2011.
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Interstate 80
Project Working Group Meeting #3
May 3, 2011
Overview:
The Illinois Department of Transportation (IDOT) is currently conducting a Phase I Preliminary
Engineering & Environmental study for Interstate 80 from Ridge Road to U.S. Route 30. A key
component to the success of the project study process is public involvement. An extensive
public involvement plan is intended to interactively engage stakeholders. A Project Working
Group (PWG) was developed and consists of invited community leaders such as the Mayor
and/or Manager in the study area, residents, and those with expertise or technical interest in
the areas of transportation, land use, environment, and economic development in the study
area. The PWG serves an important advisory role and will discuss many issues such as
transportation system needs, a range of potential alternatives, and an evaluation of these
alternatives. PWG members will meet throughout the duration of the project, providing input
and direction at key project milestones.

PWG Meeting #3:
The third PWG meeting for the Interstate 80 Phase I Study was held on May 3, 2011 at the
Jacob Henry Mansion Estate, 15 S. Richards Street, Joliet, Illinois from 9:30 AM-11:30 AM. The
meeting included a PowerPoint presentation including a project update, acceptance of the
Project Problem Statement, a review of the existing conditions and deficiencies in the corridor,
an overview of the draft Purpose and Need, and a toolbox of options that may be considered in
the development of project alternatives. The presentation of the options toolbox was
accompanied by a brochure for each attendee, detailing each of the options for consideration.
PWG members were encouraged to review the toolbox brochure in more detail prior to the
next scheduled PWG meeting on May 20, 2011, at which time the actual alternatives workshop
applying the concepts will be conducted.

Save the Date and E-Invitations
To announce the May 3, 2011 third PWG meeting, the below Save the Date and E-invitations
were created. The Save the Date invitation was sent on April 8, 2011 and the formal email
invitation on April 25, 2011 to 67 PWG members. The meeting was attended by 18.
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The following PWG members were in attendance:
Kathleen Brockett - Resident
Steve Buchtel - Active Transportation Alliance
Mary DeGroot - Resident
Robin Ellis - Village of New Lenox
James Grabowski - Village of Minooka
Alicia Hanlon - Will County Center for Economic Development
Mark Holwerda - R.M Chin & Associates
Kendall Jackson - City of Joliet
Karen James - Village of Shorewood
Curt Jebens - Resident
Christina Kupkowski - Will County Highway Department
Bev Moore - Illinois Trails Conservancy
Caroline Portlock - Grundy County Chamber of Commerce
Greg Ruddy - City of Joliet
Mike Sullivan - Kane/ Kendall Council of Mayors
Tom Thanas - City of Joliet
Jim Trizna - City of Joliet
Paul Weinert - Resident
Toolbox Brochure
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As previously noted, in an effort to assist PWG members with the initial development phase of
project alternatives, a “toolbox brochure” was created and distributed. The document included
explanations and examples of the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

Bus Rapid Transit
Express Bus Service
Local Bus Service
Expressway Improvements
Arterial Lanes & Improvements
Managed Lanes
o High Occupancy Vehicle Lanes
o High Occupancy Toll Lanes
o Truck Only Lanes
Management of Traffic
o Intelligent Transportation Systems
o Transportation System Management
o Travel Demand Management
Non-Motorized
o Non-Motorized Bridge Crossings
o Non-Motorized Improvements
o Non-Motorized Facilities

Comment Forms

Project Working Group
Meeting #3 - May 3, 2011
Jacob Henry Mansion Estate

Comment Form
Thank you for attending the third I-80 Project Working Group Meeting. The Illinois Department of
Transportation (IDOT) encourages your input throughout the study process of this project, and asks for your
comments and feedback regarding today’s meeting. Please return the comment form to a member of the Project
Study Team, place your comment form in the box marked COMMENTS, FAX to (847) 705-4159, or fold in thirds,
tape closed, place a stamp and mail. In addition, the Project’s website (ww.I-80Will.com) also accepts comments.

Comments/Questions:_________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
(Optional, Please Print)

Name ______________________________________________________________________________________
Affiliation
Address__________________________________________________________________________________
City/State ____________________________________________________Zip Code ______________________
Phone No.__________________________________________________________________
E-Mail Address _________________________________________________ ____________
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Attendees were provided a Comment Form to provide input on the meeting or any other
project matters. Four forms were received and included comments about:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Improvements create quality of life issues for locals
Interchanges with roads and trails over/under I-80 require special care
Consider evaluating bike/ped LOS, and strive for A or AGood meeting; Alternatives Toolbox excellent
Need to change for future; lifestyle changes – gas prices
Ready to move on to alternatives
Are 2009 figures available?
I-80/Rt. 53-Chicago St. interchange
o Need to recognize coordination of improvements challenges
o Is a gateway to Chicagoland Speedway, Lincoln Cemetery, intermodal facilities,
future Joliet Transportation Center
o Historic Rt. 66 gateway opportunities
o Currently unsafe and negative aesthetic experience
I-80/U.S. 30 interchange:
o When will this be addressed since now not funded?
o How will sound barriers be handled?
o Need for signs on EB I-80 near U.S. 30 to reduce jake-braking trucks

The follow-up PWG meeting to begin the alternatives development process will begin with a
workshop on Friday, May 20th.
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Interstate 80
Project Working Group Meeting #4
May 20, 2011
Project Overview:
The Illinois Department of Transportation (IDOT) is conducting a Phase I Preliminary
Engineering & Environmental study for Interstate 80 from Ridge Road to U.S. Route 30. A key
component to the success of the project study process is public involvement, and an extensive
public involvement plan is in place to interactively engage stakeholders. A Project Working
Group (PWG) was developed and consists of invited community leaders such as the Mayor
and/or Manager in the study area, residents, and those with expertise or technical interest in
the areas of transportation, land use, environment, and economic development in the study
area. The PWG serves an important advisory role and is discussing many issues such as
transportation system needs, a range of potential alternatives, and an evaluation of these
alternatives. PWG members will meet throughout the project, providing input and direction at
key project milestones.

PWG Meeting #4:
The fourth PWG meeting for the Interstate 80 Phase I Study was held on May 20, 2011 at the
Victorian Ballroom at the Jacob Henry Mansion Estate, 15 S. Richards Street, Joliet, Illinois from
9:30 AM - 12:00 PM. The meeting included a brief PowerPoint presentation including an
overview of the draft Purpose and Need and the Alternatives Workshop. Participants then
engaged in the workshop to assist with the development of project alternatives. The workshop
was conducted at three individual tables with sets of corridor aerials. The PWG used as
reference the project Problem Statement, existing conditions and corridor deficiencies, the
Purpose and Need for improvement, sample interchange layouts, and the Alternatives Toolbox
brochure presented at PWG #3. Each table reviewed the entire project corridor, and
summarized their recommendations as a table. Each table then selected a representative to
report their recommendations to the overall group at the end of the meeting.

E-Invitations:
To announce the May 20, 2011 fourth PWG meeting, an E-invitation was created and sent on
May 5, 2011 to 67 PWG members. The meeting was attended by 14.
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The following PWG members were in attendance:
Table 1
•
•
•
•

Mike McMahon, Village of Channahon
Alicia Hanlon, Will County Center for Economic Development
Mike Sullivan, Kane/Kendall Council of Mayors
Mary DeGroot, New Lenox resident

Table 2
•
•
•
•
•

Robin Ellis, Village of New Lenox
Jim Trizna, City of Joliet
Kathy Brockett, Manhattan/Elwood resident
Curt Jebens, Minooka resident
Steve Buchtel, Active Transportation Alliance

Table 3
•
•

Christina Kupkowski, Will County Highway Department
Jim Grabowski, Village of Minooka
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•
•
•

Karen James, Village of Shorewood
Paul Weinert, New Lenox resident
Bev Moore, Illinois Trails Conservancy

Also in Attendance:
•
•
•
•

Norm West, USEPA
Soren Hall, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
Shawn Cirton, U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service
Kesti Susinskas, IDOT/AECOM (for the Illiana Expressway Study)

Alternatives Workshop Recommendations:
The recommended improvements suggested by each table are as follows:
Table 1
Specific Improvements
• Provide a 6-lane section beginning east of the Ridge Road interchange to I-55
• Rebuild Shepley Road and River Road bridges and include Pedestrian/Bike crossings
• Provide bike path crossing of I-80 at the DuPage River
• I-80 at I-55 interchange should accommodate 2040 traffic volumes
• Provide a 8-lane section with express/HOV/truck lane from I-55 to east project limit
• Improve Rock Run Trail crossings
• Improve Houbolt Avenue interchange capacity
• Add a lane to the Houbolt Road interchange westbound off-ramp
• Redesign Larkin Avenue interchange
• Extend I&M path north from Brandon Road and US 6 to north of I-80 to provide
connection to downtown Joliet
• Add bike/pedestrian access over I-80 at Wheeler Avenue to connect to West Park
• Provide a connection to I-80 from US 6 via the Center Street interchange
• Redesign Center Street interchange with an aesthetic entrance/gateway to Joliet
• Straighten I-80 from west of Center Street to west of Chicago with a new bridge over the
Des Plaines River
• Explore new interchange design at Chicago Street
• Explore eliminating Richards Street interchange
• Add bike/pedestrian crossing at I-80 near Rowell Avenue and the Canadian National
tracks
• Redesign Briggs Street interchange and incorporate adequate intersection spacing
• Widen Briggs Street to accommodate bike/pedestrian traffic
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General Improvements
• If feasible, connections to the regional trail system should be made
• Improve the capacity at all interchanges with the possible exception of Ridge Road
Table 2
Specific Improvements
• Make 6-lane cross section on Ridge Road through the I-80 interchange and include 2lane ramps with exception to the westbound off-ramp
• Add a bike/pedestrian crossing of I-80 at Shepley Road and Wabena Avenue
• Add a sound wall for the subdivision south of I-80 at the County line
• Add River Road bike/pedestrian crossing
• Increase signage on I-80 eastbound west of the DuPage River to inform drivers of lane
usage (i.e. “Through Traffic Keep Left”)
• Add multi-use trail accommodations along the DuPage River
• Add flyover ramps at the I-55/I-80 interchange
• Add multi-use trail accommodations along the Rock Run Creek
• Add truck lanes on I-80 east of Rock Run Creek
• Investigate future interchange upgrades at Houbolt Road and have a minimum of 2lanes per ramp
• Add trail improvements and accommodations at Houbolt Road
• Make the Larkin Avenue interchange a SPUI
• Add signage (collector/distributor) east and west of Larkin Avenue
• Rebuild I-80 bridge at Joliet Junction Trail west of Larkin Avenue
• Add bike/pedestrian accommodations at Midland Avenue
• Make Center Street interchange into possible SPUI
• Straighten horizontal alignment of I-80 from Center Street to east of Des Plaines River
on new bridge while keeping old bridge open for bike/pedestrian
• Make the Chicago Street interchange into a SPUI, consider aesthetic features to highlight
the historic Route 66 gateway
• Provide greater integration of IL-53 with Chicago Street interchange
• Add bike/pedestrian accommodations at Hickory Creek
• Improve the Richards Street ramps to include 4 pedestrian refuge islands
• Add bike/pedestrian accommodations at Rowell Avenue
• Add bike/pedestrian accommodations at Cherry Hill Road
• Add bike/pedestrian accommodations at Gougar Road
General Improvements
• Interchange improvements everywhere including Ridge Road
• Expand I-80 to a 6-lane cross section throughout the project length
• Consider future Houbolt Avenue bridge across the Des Plaines River
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Table 3
Specific Improvement
• Make 2-lane eastbound on-ramp at Ridge Road
• Make the westbound approach to Ridge Road 4-lanes on the I-80 westbound off-ramp
• Extend the Wabena Avenue and the Canadian National bridges to provide for 6 lanes on
I-80 to accommodate 100 year traffic projections
• Add a noise wall for the subdivision south of I-80 at the County line
• Explore potential Shepley Road interchange
• Replace the River Road bridge over I-80 and provide room for 6-lanes in future and a
10’ bike lane
• Add express lanes on I-80 starting at I-55 with barrier (6-lanes)
• Address I-55 and I-80 grade issues at their interchange
• Improve the weaving at the I-80 and I-55 interchange
• Improve signage at I-55 (i.e. “Through Traffic Keep Left”)
• Extend I-55 northbound to I-80 eastbound acceleration lane to provide a smoother
transition for trucks
• Investigate alternative interchange designs at the I-55 interchange with I-80 including
fly-over
• Increase the ramp spacing and sight distance at the Houbolt Road interchange with I-80,
particularly to address limited visibility on westbound off-ramp
• Improve multimodal access through the Houbolt Road interchange
• Add a noise wall for the subdivision north of the Houbolt Road interchange
• Investigate providing a SPUI or DDI at Larkin Avenue
• Alleviate northbound weaving issues north of the Larkin Avenue interchange
• Improve northbound Larkin Avenue to I-80 eastbound acceleration lane
• Investigate possibility of providing a diamond interchange at Center Street
• Straighten out horizontal alignment from Center Street to River Street including
rebuilding the Des Plaines River bridge
• Add lanes and shoulder on Des Plaines River bridge
• Maintain Des Plaines River corridor views with the new river crossing
• Increase multimodal access south of the Chicago Street interchange
• Add left-turn lane on eastbound off-ramp at Chicago Street
• Improve visibility on Chicago north of its interchange with I-80
• Add a traffic signal at the Briggs Street westbound ramp intersection
• Increase sight distance along Briggs Street near the bridge over I-80
• Replace the Gougar Road bridge
General Improvements
• Optimize arterial roads’ sight distance
• Consider changing interchange types throughout project (SPUI/DDI)
• Improve accommodations for the DuPage River Trail
• Add an aesthetic gateway to Joliet
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•
•
•

Widen bridges for 50-100 years
Incorporate urban design features including aesthetic considerations to bring an
appealing gateway at appropriate locations (identity, beautification, welcome signage)
Consider improvements to acceleration lanes

Comment Forms

Project Working Group
Meeting # 4- May 20, 2011
Jacob Henry Mansion Estate

Comment Form
Thank you for attending the fourth Project Working Group Meeting. The Illinois Department of Transportation
(IDOT) encourages your input throughout the study process of this project and asks for your comments and
feedback regarding today’s meeting. Please return the comment form to a member of the Project Study Team,
place your comment form in the box marked COMMENTS, FAX to (847) 705-4159, or fold in thirds, tape closed,
place a stamp and mail. In addition, the Project’s website (ww.I-80Will.com) also accepts comments.

Comments/Questions:_________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
(Optional, Please Print)

Name ______________________________________________________________________________________

Address__________________________________________________________________________________
City/State ____________________________________________________Zip Code ______________________
Phone No.__________________________________________________________________
E-Mail Address _____________________________________________________________

Attendees were provided a Comment Form to provide input on the meeting or any other
project matters. To date, no forms have been submitted or received.

Next Steps:
Following PWG #4, Public Meeting #2 will be held to also solicit input on suggested project
alternatives. The study team will refine the project Purpose and Need, and begin to develop
conceptual alternatives based on input received from the PWG #4 workshop, PM #2, and
comments received. Evaluation and screening criteria derived from the Purpose and Need will
be developed to assist with alternative analysis. Conceptual alternatives will first be presented
at PWG #5, and then at PM #3 for feedback.
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Interstate 80 – Ridge Road to U.S. Route 30 Phase I Study
Project Working Group Meeting #5 Short Summary
September 19, 2013
The fifth Project Working Group meeting for the Interstate 80 Phase I Study was held on
Thursday, September 19, 2013 at the Jacob Henry Mansion Estate, 15 S. Richards Street,
Joliet, Illinois from 9:30 – 11:30 AM. The purpose of the meeting was to provide a project
update, discuss range of alternatives, and discuss next steps.
The meeting featured a PowerPoint presentation and exhibit boards showing alternatives
for each interchange and floodplain maps within the project limits.
Those in attendance included:
• Village of New Lenox (2) - Robin Ellis, Will Nash
• City of Joliet (2) - Greg Ruddy, Jim Trizna
• Will County Land Use Dept. - Colin Duesing
• Will County Center for Economic Development - Scott Fleming
• Will County Executive Office - Alicia Hanlon
• Will County Forest Preserve - Andrew Hawkins
• Will County Highway Dept. - Christina Kupkowski
• Kane/Kendall Council of Mayors - Mike Sullivan
• PACE - David Tomzik
• Resident (2) - Paul Weinert, Sandy Wheeler
The purpose of the project is to improve the transportation system along I-80 from Ridge
Road to U.S. Route 30. The safety, regional and local access, and facility condition will need
to be improved to achieve this purpose. The project Purpose and Need was approved in
March 1, 2012. Since the approval of the Purpose and Need, the study team has developed
alternatives for the interchanges within the project corridor and the Des Plaines River
Bridge.
The following topics were discussed:
1. Mainline Widening Alternatives
2. Des Plaines River Bridge Alternatives
3. Interchange Alternatives
4. Environmental Considerations and Sustainable Design
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The study team answered comments and questions from the Project Working Group.
Detailed discussions will be documented in the future full meeting summary. The group
was encouraged to provide additional comments and questions on the alternatives to the
study team over the next few weeks.
The next steps of the project are to complete the analysis of Managed Lanes in the corridor
and refine alternatives for FHWA review. The next Public Meeting will be held in Winter
2013-2014 followed by a Project Working Group meeting in Spring 2014 to review the
preferred alternatives. A Public Hearing is anticipated in the summer of 2014. Should the
results of the Managed Lanes analysis yield that managed lanes are appropriate and
beneficial for this corridor, an additional Project Working Group meeting is anticipated
prior to the Public Meeting to present details on this project feature.
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Project Working Group Meeting #6 – Meeting Summary
December 5, 2017

Overview
The sixth Project Working Group (PWG) meeting for the Interstate 80 Project was held on December 5, 2017 at
Joliet Junior College in Joliet, IL from 9:00 to 11:00 am.
A formal meeting notice was e-mailed to an updated PWG member list on November 15, 27 and 29, 2017 (see
Figure 1). Follow-up calls were also made to members to gather RSVP’s.
The meeting included a PowerPoint presentation, which was used to update the members on where the project
stands today and what should be expected in the future. A question and answer sessions was held prior to the
meeting conclusion; however questions were answered throughout the presentation as they came up. Handouts
presented to the participants included the agenda and the PowerPoint presentation.
The meeting was attended by 27 participants, 20 of which are members of the PWG. Representatives from IDOT and
the project team also were present.
Meeting Activities
The presentation for this meeting consisted of the following items:
1.

2.

Study Update
This included a summary of what activities have occurred since the group last met in 2013, and reviewed a
range of alternatives for the I-80 Study. PWG members reviewed a map of the study area, the project
purpose and need, and a summary of public information and outreach. Further, they were brought up to
speed on where the project is in the formal federal study process -- the National Environmental Policy Act
(NEPA) process
Near-Term/Long-Term Study
The scope of the Long-Term Study is to replace or completely rehab the I-80 roadway and bridges including
the Des Plaines River Bridge. The Near-Term Study aims to focus on the most pressing safety and condition
needs along the corridor.
The Near-Term improvements were split into three packages:
• Package A includes structural and pavement work east of the Des Plaines River,
• Package B includes work on the Des Plaines River bridge, and
• Package C includes structural and pavement work west of the Des Plaines River.

3.

Mainline Alternatives
This portion of the presentation consisted of an explanation of the current alternatives. The main
alternatives for the mainline consist of the pavement replacement alternative to address the pavement age
and condition and the “add auxiliary lanes” alternative. Due to funding constraints, the auxiliary lanes
alternative is being considered instead of adding continuous through lanes. It is anticipated that auxiliary
lanes between certain interchanges would improve traffic flow and safety along stretches of the corridor
where it is most needed.

4.

Bridge Alternatives
Alternatives for mainline bridges were reviewed. They include planned near-term work involving minor
repairs, deck replacements, and some bridge reconstructions. Bridge widening, major repairs and
1
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rehabilitation, as well as additional bridge replacements are also being considered. For the Des Plaines
River Bridge, 3 alignment alternatives were presented.
5.

Interchange Alternatives
Transitioning from bridge alternatives to interchange alternatives, the following were reviewed:
 I-55 (1 alternative)
 Larkin Avenue (2 alternatives)
 Center Street (2 alternatives)
 Chicago Street (4 alternatives)

6.

Summary/Next Steps
The next steps within the project are to present the range of alternatives to the public. A public meeting is
planned for late January 2018 and the next PWG meeting will be held in in spring 2018.

7.

Questions
The presentation concluded with the project team opening the discussion to questions and comments as
noted below.

Questions
Please clarify the costs and what exactly is included in the Near-Term for I-80?
Some bridge rehabilitation and/or replacement and isolated pavement reconstruction and safety improvements.
While not currently funded, it would require $300M to replace the Des Plaines River Bridge with the Center Street
and Chicago Street interchanges or $44M for the Des Plaines River Bridge rehab.
Is any of this project funded and when will it happen?
Package A which includes structural and pavement work east of the Des Plaines River is funded and an eastbound
contract will most likely begin next year and will take two construction seasons. The westbound contract will begin
after the eastbound contract is completed.
The corridor characteristics have changed since the study began. Are there any other stakeholder involvement group
opportunities planned?
Yes, there will be another Public Meeting (Jan, 2018), one more Project Working Group Meeting (spring 2018) and
the Public Hearing (late summer 2018).
How often is the data being updated for this project?
Traffic counts were completed earlier this year. Coordination with the Chicago Metropolitan Agency for Planning
(CMAP) has occurred with new traffic projections provided. Environmental data is now being reviewed.
Do auxiliary lanes eventually get built up enough to become an add lane?
With adding aux lanes, we can improve LOS and congestion without an add lane for the entire corridor and add
capacity between interchanges. The aux lane will remain even when the ultimate add lane improvement is funded
and built.
Will bridge improvements be compatible with a potential add lane?
Yes, all the major bridges, including the Des Plaines River Bridge would be compatible. Bridges besides the Des
Plaines River Bridge will need widening to eventually accommodate the full bridge cross section.
2
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Will future bridge inspections require lane closures once the Des Plaines River Bridge is replaced?
No because there will be full width left and right shoulders that will allow for routine maintenance and inspections
without having to close a lane that currently is required since the bridges have minimal shoulders.
When will the new Des Plaines River Bridge be rebuilt?
There is no funding source currently for the bridge to be rebuilt. Near-Term Package A is funded in 2018, as well as
some other bridge work throughout the corridor in the later years of the program. A new capital bill in Springfield
would likely be needed to fund improvements.
What about Federal funds?
IDOT is aggressive in getting federal funds, but those monies need to be matched and currently federal funds are
used for bridge maintenance and resurfacing work – with just over 10% available for capacity improvements.
Has removing interchanges been studied?
Yes, it was reviewed and dismissed. Closing any current interchanges overburdens adjacent ones along the
corridor. For example by closing the Richards interchange, the Chicago interchange becomes overburdened. The
same is true for Center to Larkin.
Does this project qualify for noise wall studies?
As part of the Federal NEPA process, all environmental impacts are being evaluated, including the potential for
changes in noise levels. A noise level study is currently ongoing.
Does the NEPA process require an identified funding source?
Yes, which is why the “ultimate” add lanes cannot be proposed at this time since it is not shown in the CMAP Go To
2040 as a fiscally constrained project.
When could potential improvements be constructed west of I-55?
There is no funding source currently for long-term improvements. A new capital bill in Springfield would likely be
needed to fund improvements.
Will traffic at Larkin back up on to the mainline with the proposed alternatives?
The team is studying 2040 traffic models to analyze backup length in order to prevent this from occurring.
Is the add lane component being considered when you contemplate widening bridges?
Most bridges will be ready for an add lane. The reconstruction of I-80 will be designed so that they it is compatible
with potential future add lanes.
How will the CMAP 2050 plan update impact this project?
It is anticipated that the auxiliary lanes will be rolled into the 2050 update. The add lane is not in the 2040 plan and
it is assumed it will not be in the 2050 plan.
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IDOT concluded the session by inviting the PWG members to view the exhibits and talk to team members. The
session was summarized by saying that IDOT is looking to advance I-80 as much as possible based on the current
constrained financial resources in the state.
Attendance List
First Name

Last Name

Affiliation

Jim

Trizna

City of Joliet

David

Ortiz

City of Joliet

Andrew

Hawkins

Forest Preserve District of Will County Grundy

Craig

Cassem

County Highway Department

Wayne

Phillips

Illinois Department of Transportation, District

Rick

Kwasneski

3 Joliet Arsenal Development Authority

Ryan

Bigbie

Kane County Division of Transportation

Ryan

Anderson

Minooka Public Works Department

Paul

Pearson

Minooka Public Works Department

Curt

Jebens

Resident

Richard

Sargent

Resident

Patrick

Brennan

Village of Minooka

Daniel

Duffy

Village of Minooka

Robin

Ellis

Village of New Lenox

Samuel

Wyke

Village of Rockdale

Karen

James

Village of Shorewood

Lawrence

Walsh

Will County, Executive Director

John

Greuling

Will County Center for Economic Development

Christina

Kupkowski

Will County Division of Transportation

Project Team Attendance
Steve Schilke
Sean Martinkus
Jennifer Morales
Jarrod Cebulski
Mike Pine
Don Wittmer
Matt Miller
Jim Kibbons
Leisa Niemotka
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Illinois Department of Transportation
Illinois Department of Transportation
Illinois Department of Transportation
Patrick Engineering
Patrick Engineering
HNTB
HNTB
Bowman Barrett
Images, Inc.
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Figure 1
Formal Meeting Invitation
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You’re INVITED!

Save
Project Working Group Meeting #6
Tuesday, December 5, 2017
The Date...
9:00 am to 11:00 pm

Meeting Topics:
• Introductions

• Study Status to Date
• PWG Meeting #5 Recap
• Development and
Evaluation of
Alternatives To Be
Carried Forward

Joliet Junior College
Building U, Rooms U2019/U2021
1215 Houbolt Road,
Joliet, IL 60432-4077
Click here for a map of the campus.
For additional project information, please check
our website at www.I-80Will.com.

• Next Steps & Schedule

Please RSVP your attendance to:
Leisa Niemotka of Images, Inc., at
630-510-3944 x 115 or
Leisa.Niemotka@ImagesInc.net by
Friday, December 1, 2017.

Illinois Department of Transportation - District One – 201 West Center Court – Schaumburg, IL 60196
Copyright © 2017 Illinois Department of Transportation

Illinois Department of Transportation - District One – 201 West Center Court – Schaumburg, IL 60196
Copyright © 2017 Illinois Department of Transportation

REDACTED

REDACTED

REDACTED

REDACTED

Project Working Group Meeting #7 – Meeting Summary
June 12, 2019

Overview
The seventh Project Working Group (PWG) meeting for the Interstate 80 Project was held on June 12, 2019 at Joliet
Junior College in Joliet, IL from 9:30 to 11:30 am.
A save the date notice was e-mailed to PWG committee members on May 15, 2019 (see Figure 1). A formal
invitation was e-mailed to committee members on May 23, 2019 and a reminder was sent on June 6, 2019 (see
Figure 2). Follow-up calls were also made to members to gather RSVP’s.
The meeting included a PowerPoint presentation, which was used to update the members on the proposed
preferred alternative as well as upcoming construction in the corridor. A copy of the presentation was provided to
participants. A question and answer session was held prior to the meeting conclusion. A roll out map showing the
preferred alternative of the entire corridor was displayed as well as exhibit boards with the project study area,
timeline, purpose and need, noise analysis process, typical cross section, and corridor alternatives with auxiliary
lanes.
The meeting was led by Jarrod Cebulski and started with self-introductions. There were 36 participants in
attendance, 25 of which are members of the PWG. (see Figure 3)
Meeting Activities
The presentation for this meeting consisted of the following items:
1.

Upcoming Work
Information was provided on construction that will take place this year on I-80 as well as work that is
included in the 2019-2024 Proposed Highway Program.

2.

Project Status
The group was reminded that the project is currently in Phase I preliminary engineering and environmental
study. While this Phase is completely funded, only partial funding has been identified for future phases.
The project is currently at Step 4 of the Phase I process which is recommendation of a preferred
alternative. The preferred alternative is the alternative that best meets the purpose and need of the
project. For the I-80 project, that includes improving regional and local travel; facility condition and design;
and safety.
Stakeholder participation has been an important aspect of this project with many meetings held with state
and federal partners as well as local agencies and the public. Comments received at these meetings have
been incorporated into the alternative’s analysis. Work completed since the last PWG was highlighted
along with the alternative objectives and what was considered in selection of a recommended preferred
alternative.

3.

Recommended Preferred Alternative
The mainline alternative addresses pavement age and condition as well as includes auxiliary lanes to
improve safety and traffic flow. Location of the auxiliary lanes were presented and noted that they will
result in a 40% overall reduction in travel time within the project limits.
Nine bridges in the corridor will be replaced, three will be widened and one will be repaired. The new Des
Plaines River Bridge will be constructed to the north of the existing bridge. This alignment was selected for
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improving sight distance and safety of the curves; requires no speed reduction; avoids environmental
resources; provides safer conditions during construction and saves time during construction.
Improvements of the interchanges at I-55, Larkin Avenue, Center Street, and Chicago Street are included in
the recommended preferred alternative. At I-55 a major change will be a new southbound to eastbound
directional ramp under I-80 and over I-55. The westbound to southbound loop ramp at Larkin Avenue will
be removed with this traffic using a realigned westbound to northbound ramp with a new signalized
intersection. Removing this loop ramp improves the weave on Larkin Avenue and the realigned ramp will
provide additional distance from the McDonough Street intersection to the north. At Center Street the ¾
movement interchange will be replaced with a full access interchange. At Chicago Street a new jughandle
ramp will address increased northbound to westbound travel demand. The loop ramps on the east side will
be removed creating a partial clover leaf. These improvements will provide a longer weave area to allow
the ramp movements on and off I-80 to flow more effectively while providing safer pedestrian access under
the bridge.
Improvements to I-80 will also allow for pedestrian and bicycle improvements. The number of conflict
points at interchanges will be reduced; the widening of Briggs Street over I-80 and Chicago Street will
provide for more room for sidewalks or bike paths; and a flat shelf under the Rock Run Creek bridge will
allow for a future shared use path planned by the Forest Preserve District of Will County. Additional
pedestrian improvements along Chicago Street from Doris Avenue to 5th Avenue were presented.
4.

Environmental Impacts and Mitigation Measures
A brief description of the environmental process was reviewed including resources and Section 4(f). The
noise analysis was reviewed and noted that 20 noise walls were found to be reasonable and feasible. A
map showing the location of the 20 walls was shown. Solicitation of viewpoints of the benefited receptors
of the noise walls will be completed during Phase II design. Environmental impacts of the preferred
alternative were listed along with the corresponding mitigation measures.

5.

Summary/Next Steps
It is anticipated the Public Hearing will be held in early Fall of 2019. The signed Environmental Assessment
will be available to the public before the Public Hearing. The financial plan will be completed. FHWA design
approval is anticipated by the end of the year.

6.

Discussion
The presentation concluded with the project team opening the discussion to questions and comments as
noted below.

Funding / Legislation
The long-term work is not funded in the current program. Chicago to Rowell improvements and other work was
funded for $143 million. The I-80 corridor was identified in the recently approved capital bill. The Department is
assessing options for adding the improvement to the Program. Once the analysis is complete, improvements to the
corridor may be added to the multi-year program based on land acquisition schedules and plan readiness.
The capital bill will provide the state the ability to appropriate the funds then seek reimbursement from the federal
government, interstates are funded at a 90/10 federal/state match. At this time, IDOT is not aware of a jurisdictional
transfer of I-80 to the tollway being passed.
Ramps
This eastbound entrance ramp at Ridge Road has an acceptable level of service, so it is not planned for improvement
as part of this current project.
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Auxiliary Lanes
The added lanes were from interchange to interchange as traffic analysis showed to alleviate traffic in those areas.
Interchanges will be designed so if lanes are added in the future, they will not need to be rebuilt. Condition, safety,
then capacity, was the order in which this corridor was evaluated for improvements. IDOT looked at condition of the
Des Plaines River Bridge and I-55 and wanted to correct their safety concerns first. Between Larkin Avenue and
Briggs Street an additional lane was added to address safety and weaving in the corridor. IDOT will try to get as
much done as possible with the money available. The outside shoulder will be set up for a full lane in the future.
Noise Walls
IDOT completed a noise study for the I-80 corridor based on the policies and guidelines described in The IDOT
Highway Traffic Noise Assessment Manual, which is based on Federal Highway Administration regulations. The
general process is four steps:
1. Measure existing noise levels and calibrate the noise model with existing traffic volumes
2. Predict future noise levels based on projected traffic volumes and any changes to the roadway design
3. Determine noise impacts
4. Determine if noise abatement (i.e., noise walls) is feasible and reasonable
▪ Noise abatement is considered feasible if it achieves at least a 5 dB(A) traffic noise reduction at
two impacted receptors
▪ A noise abatement measure is considered reasonable if the construction cost per benefited
receptor is less than $30,000, and an 8 dB(A) traffic noise reduction is achieved at at least one
impacted receptor
Based on the traffic noise study prepared for the proposed roadway improvements, 20 noise abatement walls
are recommended for inclusion (reasonable and feasible) with the project pending viewpoint solicitation.
Affected property owner viewpoints on the noise walls will be solicited at the end of Phase I or during Phase II.
No noise walls are proposed between Center Street and Richards Street, as they do not meet either the
feasible or reasonable criterion.
Development
IDOT received 2050 projected traffic data from the Chicago Metropolitan Agency for Planning that takes all new
developments into account. At the northeast corner of the I-55 interchange, a separate study is looking at roadway
improvements that may be needed due to planned development in that area.
Attendance List
First Name

Last Name

Affiliation

Ryan

Anderson

Minooka Public Works Department

Elaine

Bottomley

Will County Governmental League

Cody

Doren

Grundy County Highway Department

Collin

Duesing

Will County Land Use Department

Daniel

Duffy

Village of Minooka

Thomas

Durkin

Village of Channahon

Robin

Ellis

Village of New Lenox

Eric

Gibson

Grundy County Highway Department
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Beth

Gonzalez

Pace Bus

John

Greuling

Will County Center for Economic Development

Nicole

Guth

EOC

Kendall

Jackson

City of Joliet

Curt

Jebens

Resident

Steve

Jebens

Resident

Christina

Kupkowski

Will County Division of Transportation

Eugene

Lorene

Rockdale Trustee

Thomas

Magolan

Illinois Department of Transportation, District 3

Nancy

Norton Ammer

Grundy County Economic Development Council

Mike

Paone

Joliet Chamber of Commerce

Ryan

Peterson

Kane County Department of Transportation

Wayne

Phillips

Illinois Department of Transportation, District 3

Lucas

Reigstate

Pace Bus

Jim

Trizna

City of Joliet

Jason

Wald

Pace Bus

Lawrence

Walsh

Will County, Executive Director

Sandy

Wheeler

Resident

Richard

Willman

Pace Bus

Samuel

Wyke

Village of Rockdale

IDOT
Brian Carlson
Valentina DeFex
Travis Farmer
Jessica Feliciano
Kimberly Murphy
Theresa Pelletier
Scott Presslak
Steve Schilke
John Sherrill

Illinois Department of Transportation
Illinois Department of Transportation
Illinois Department of Transportation
Illinois Department of Transportation
Illinois Department of Transportation
Illinois Department of Transportation
I3llinois Department of Transportation
Illinois Department of Transportation
Illinois Department of Transportation

Project Team
Eric Boelter
Jarrod Cebulski
Janet Henderson
Jim Kibbons
Matt Miller
Victoria Watts
Don Wittmer
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Patrick Engineering
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Figure 1
Save the Date
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Figure 2
Formal Meeting Invitation
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Figure 3
Event Photos
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